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“The Private School” tells the gripping tale of a murder at a 
prestigious college which draws students into a web of fear, 
suspicion and rivalry as the investigation to find the killer 
reveals their secrets in a tense and explosive drama.

https://www.theglobalagency.tv/the-private-school


“The Private School” tells the gripping tale of a horrific murder at a prestigious college 
which draws students into a complex web of fear, suspicion and rivalry. The dark secrets 
of those caught up in the investigation to find the killer among them are set to be revealed 
one by one in a tense and explosive drama.

The elite Yamac College was established centuries ago in woods far from the city to 
educate the children of the wealthiest and most powerful families. It has a reputation for 
producing leaders and strong characters, but its flawless image comes crashing down as 
the grim truth emerges.

The nightmare begins when literature teacher Selim tells students to write an anonymous 
essay about their dreams for the future. The essays are then shuffled and read out, with 
the challenge of guessing who had which dream. However, to everyone’s shock, one of 
them has penned a gruesome murder plan.

Selim sets out to identify the author of the macabre plot among the schoolmates. Could 
it be the popular “King Ali” who wields power over everyone at the college thanks to his 
family’s money and power? Is it the master manipulator Burcu, the “Plastic Queen” who 
uses her beauty to get her own way?

What about handsome Kerem, idolized by his schoolmates thanks to his charisma and 
sporting prowess? Or the alienated and lonely Ebru, traumatized by the death of her father 
that turned her mother into an alcoholic? Maybe it’s the rebel Firat, bitterly frustrated 
when his friend Beste, a smart scholarship student, rejects his amorous advances.

Initially all suspect Beste, only to be horrified when she is found dead in a toilet, slaughtered 
exactly as predicted in the essay. It falls to Inspector Fikret, the harsh and principled detective, 
to delve behind the imposing facade of Yamac College and unearth the truth about the 
students and this powerful school which is shrouded in mystery and intrigue.

Fikret soon uncovers the students’ hostility towards Beste, with whom they were once 
friends before falling out. Suspicion falls on all of them after her brutal murder. Having 
been united against her when she was alive, they soon fall out in their desperation to 
blame each other for the tragedy and exonerate themselves. 

Everyone has secrets which they are terrified of being exposed, with the college itself also 
hiding skeletons in the cupboard. Its principal Ertan has risen to the top by concealing 
the misdemeanors of students and their powerful parents for the sake of making the 
school richer. But for all his efforts, those secrets are about to start leaking out as the story 
speeds to a dramatic conclusion.
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